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The aim of the webspace is to provide the archaeological community with an information-
rich portal where key players can share their different good practices and strategies and
create a dialogue on the topic. The website includes a presentation of useful tools for
archaeologists, as well as a mapping tool to make presentations and demonstrations more
colourful and interesting.
The main target audience is the archeologists, but it should be of interest and use to anyone
interested in the relics of the past. The site is available as a visitor and as a registered user.
Once on the website, there are several menu options to choose from:
-Good practices: here you can find a list of good practices collected in the project. As a
registered user you can create new good practices to share on social media.
-Legislative framework: in this section you can find the most important European, national,
regional and local legislative frameworks for heritage protection and archaeology collected
by the Partnership.
-Archeo strategies: this menu item contains the European, national, regional and local
strategies related to archaeology and heritage protection that have been collected and
produced during the project.
-Archeo tools: clicking on this menu item will bring up a drop-down menu containing several
useful and interesting items created within the ARCHEODANUBE project. Among other
things, a tool to support the creation of an archaeological park, a scavenger hunt phone
application, archaeological action plans and their associated methodology, and a mapping
tool to help with presentations and tutorials.
-Pilots: the last menu item presents the small-scale investments and strategies created in
the project, as well as short films related to each site and pilot action.
Another important function of the website is to connect the key players in the field, so that
registered users will be able to find other users, view their profile and contact them on a
specific issue.
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ArcheoDanube project aims to make the history alive. ArcheoDanube can help you how to
present the cultural heritage and archaeological remains of your city in in interesting and

interactive way.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L65tq-3Nr3I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L65tq-3Nr3I
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ArcheoDanube project was developed and reached great success in the development of
archaeology and archaeological tourism. We have achieved wonderful results that we

summarised in a short video. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vyPZq7i4v6M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vyPZq7i4v6M
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How can the exciting past full of stories, people and fates be presented in an exciting way,
especially for young people? History is always exciting when it can be touched, when it

becomes tangible with all our senses, by seeing, hearing, tasting, and smelling.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aD_loM_r3-4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aD_loM_r3-4
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The Yesterday-today-tomorrow tool is meant to help you plan improvements at
archaeological sites. The goals is to help local communities in planning effective and realistic

improvements of their archaeological sites.

https://youtu.be/9URd4eXiE_Q
https://youtu.be/9URd4eXiE_Q
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New technologies have opened up the field of cultural heritage presentation to really amazing
possibilities and opportunities.The usage of new technologies (qr- codes, apps) in cultural
heritage presentation is crucial to interest younger generation for archaeological heritage.

https://youtu.be/lDyg9MyVBo8
https://youtu.be/lDyg9MyVBo8
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The ArcheoTales App is based on the idea and concept of a classic scavenger hunt that takes
place both, onsite the museum/ archaeological park and also beyond, in urban space. The App

offer the possibility is to explore archaeological sites in a playfully.
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f1rnFwoWIrA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f1rnFwoWIrA
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ArcheoTales is an app for exploring archaeological remains through digital interactive scavenger hunts.
Operators of historical, archaeological, and cultural sites can send their visitors on a journey of

discovery with ArcheoTales. Hunts can take visitors outside and into urban space. With ArcheoTales,
visitors explore the past of their surroundings and learn about history, archaeology, and culture in a

playful and innovative way. In the style of scavenger hunts, ArcheoTales include quiz questions using
extensive game elements such as GPS locations, images, QR codes and estimators. ArcheoTales create

entertaining and exciting adventures. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ftvvHkV5XCk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ftvvHkV5XCk
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The ArcheoDanube partners tested the newly developed app ArcheoTales together at their
second project meeting in Sarajevo in April 2022. The digital scavenger hunt led through the

city center of Sarajevo, along famous landmarks. It was an adventure!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=86qjgTNpf3A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=86qjgTNpf3A
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After more than one year of project duration, the COVID situation finally allowed the
ArcheoDanube consortium to physically meet for the first time in October 2021 for a partner

meeting. In Vienna, the partners from all over the Danube region were welcomed by
Sustainication e.V.. It was three days of intensive work and lively discussions. And finally the

colleagues could get to know each other personally.

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=367925285032889&ref=sharing
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=367925285032889&ref=sharing
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The film presents the first festival of ritual breads of its kind, held at the medieval fortress
Cherven - object of the Rousse museum. Located in the valley of the Rusenski Lom Nature

Park, the medieval town presents remains of buildings and churches from the 14th century,
and the majestic tower rises against the background of impressive natural landscapes. The

Festival of Ritual Breads is a purposeful attempt to put into practice the models for the
creation of an Archaeopark that the Archeodanube project has been developing for the past

two years. The event presents a symbiosis of different forms of cultural heritage, massive
audience presence as well as educational modules. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B1Xx69Gwm1w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B1Xx69Gwm1w
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ArcheoDanube movie presents achievements of the pilot action in Ptuj and thoughts of
various stakeholders about the project Archeodanube and its achievements. Through the

project ArcheoDanube in Ptuj was created the umbrella product brand of the Archaeological
Park Poetovio with main purpose to unite the Roman cultural heritage under one roof.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AKp1l4sADJY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AKp1l4sADJY
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